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“Software přichází a odchází, data jsou věčná.” 

Ondřej Felix, Otevřená data ve veřejné správě 2019
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Technology vector created by starline – www.freepik.com

https://www.freepik.com/vectors/technology
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Small data –> main memory
Big data –> secondary device

When dealing with large amount of data, classical in-memory data structures 
fail because they consider flat memory hierarchy.

Need for specialized data techniques and structures 
for data not present in the main memory.

memory vs. storage → nanoseconds vs. milliseconds
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Each of the drives attached to this computer has a 

block size of 4096; each time we read one byte, the 

drive gives us a block containing 4096 bytes.

If we organize our data structure carefully, each disk access 

could yield 4096 bytes that are helpful in completing whatever 

operation we are doing.
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Traditional model where the run time is based on the number of instructions with respect to the 
size of the input n.

Assumptions:

 Large enough main memory to store all the data
 Memory allocation in unit time
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 SAP HANA
Requires tailored application for in-memory databases

 Oracle 12c
Allows to switch to in-memory mode without the need of migration

 We will talk about them at the end of the semester
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 Also known as I/O model or disk access model
 Counting the number of memory transfers between cache (infinitely fast) and disk 

(external memory)
 Data between disk and cache can be transferred only by blocks

 Our main focus during the course
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 Full memory hierarchy where each memory can have different characteristics
 Cache-oblivious algorithm does not know the size of its cache, or the block size

 No program variables dependent on hardware configuration parameters
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 Data storage
 File organizations
 Bitmaps
 Hash-based indexing
 Hierarchical indexing structures
 Indexing structures for SSDs

 Cache-oblivious data structures
 Spatial databases and querying
 Spatial indexing
 Spatial joining
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